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With the purpose to estimate and reduce consequences of extraction of underground energy-materials, the principal 
(basic) mechanism of occurrence of earthquakes and the consequences connected with them was searched and is dis-
covered. Knowledge of this mechanism will allow to build measures of seismological and karst safety as more ade-
quate, without dispersion of financial assets.  
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Introduction. Theories explaining mechanisms of 

earthquakes are insufficiently adequate to essence of 
earthquakes. The reason of this discrepancy is profes-
sional inertia of authors. They strictly follow profes-
sional habits. It prevents to see the problem as a whole 
and consequently they create the theories in convenient 
unidirectional style which is not conterminous with es-
sence of earthquakes. In this connection, a fresh vision 
from a new side is very necessary: the theory of a non-
professional scientist is necessary.  

One of the non-natural reasons of inadequacy of ex-
isting theories is complication of representations about 
object of supervision. Besides, the reason of the inade-
quacy is excessive detailed elaboration and too deep 
studying of the reasons of earthquakes and mechanisms 
of realization of these accidents. Therefore scientists 
cannot see the basic essence of studied process. 

A theory is necessary as rational, effective alterna-
tive to the existing theories developed by professionals.  

Analysis of previous researches. At this day, in 
some cases researchers understand reasons of earth-
quakes no fully [Susan Hough, 2010]. Some of them see 
changes in local mass-weights on crust of Earth as the 
reason [Susan Hough, 2010]. 

At this day, study and prediction in area of earth-
quakes are executing in many directions. In volcanology 
they see volcanoes as cause of earthquakes and create 
special stations for monitoring in this area [GEO, 2010; 
Project, 2009; Zimina Т., 2010] for prediction and early 
notification. They reconstruct and analyse stratums in 
seismic zones to more understand the essence of earth-
quakes [Earthquake, 2010; Solid, 2009].   

The positions of the research with received results 
were partly discussed on international (in Greece, 
Ukraine) and the All-Russia scientific conferences [Al-
ferov V.P., Drozdov A.М., 2007; Alferov V.P., 2008a, 
Alferov V.P., 2008b].  

Purpose of this work was to create the adequate 
theory for explaining the reasons and mechanisms of 
earthquakes, and also - to develop measures on preven-
tion of the reasons and on reduction of number of possi-
ble earthquakes. 

Materials and results of the research. Correspond-
ing scientific literature on modern theories of earth-

quakes and about methods of their prediction was stud-
ied. 

It was planned to execute theoretical researches of 
the reasons of earthquakes. It carried out by means of 
the physical and mathematical analysis of system of the 
unbalanced forces acting on Globe. There was consid-
ered natural loadings created on the Globe by non-
uniformity of its relief and by ecological disasters, also 
by man-made objects (heavy constructions, etc.). The 
sizes of forces created by these loadings, their orienta-
tion and parity was considered, and also - the summary 
forces, capable to influence the bark of Globe in the 
destructive manner. The opportunity of elimination, 
prevention and neutralization of causal factors was stud-
ied. On the basis of the received results, the theory of 
earthquakes in a mathematical and verbal kind (in the 
form of postulates) was created, and also - in illustrative 
expression (in the form of computer models and their 
bright evident illustrations). 

Models of geological processes and markscheiderial 
decisions in the light of laws of physics, mechanics and 
dynamics are made during performance of this work. 
The forecast of movement of sites of earth crust and 
underground layers in the conditions of the changed 
gravitational situations is carried out. Legal decisions 
concerning maintenance of seismological and karst 
safety in corresponding territories are studied.  

This scientific work supplements seismology with 
the new basic data. They allow see more clearly an es-
sence of the mechanism of occurrence of earthquakes 
among set of modern, rather bulky and difficult theo-
retical impressions. Our contribution to seismology al-
lows receive complete impression about occurrence of 
earthquakes.  

Intensity and amounts of consumption of under-
ground energy-materials have reached the huge sizes. 
Instead of the taken deposits there are formed artificial 
caves. By the way, artificial caves are formed not only 
instead of the deposits, but also instead of other kinds of 
taken or dissolved deposits – salts, ores, building mate-
rials etc.  

Together with the natural caves, the mentioned arti-
ficial caves create the raised danger of large-scale falls 
of earth crust. These phenomena are predicting for the 
caves which have remained after hard deposits. The 
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legislation forbids placing of new towns upper such 
caves. Creation of industrial buildings in these territo-
ries is forbidden also.  

But than more the taking of deposits develops with 
time course, so less quantity of virgin places, suitable 
for towns and building, remains. Therefore we are com-
pelled to use more and more the dangerous places 
threatening by ground-falls.  

Accidents of the ground-falls are significant not only 
in local scale. They break natural connections between 
underground layers and by that provoke powerful earth-
quakes and the tsunami connected with them. It is im-
portant to predict time and place of the next earthquakes 
of such origin. Unsteadily fixed adjacent layers may be 
involved by such local earthquake in general movement 
to cause a grandiose earthquake and tsunami in see.  

In the light of told, cooperation of geologists-getters 
with seismologists and businessmen of the mining in-
dustry, with the governmental supervise services and 

with such services of the international organizations is 
necessary. 

From the physical and geological points of view, the 
extraction of great volumes of energy carriers and other 
minerals from bowels creates an unbalance of the planet 
Earth. In place of extraction the earth's crust becomes 
less massive (in comparison with diametric opposite 
place of the planet). Therefore during daily rotation of 
the planet about the axis there is an unbalanced differ-
ence of centrifugal forces on the ends of this diameter 
(fig 2). Thus the earth's crust tests deforming influence. 
It is the reason of deformation of the earth's crust and, 
finally, the reason of earthquakes. Usually it happens on 
the opposite place. If earthquakes occur in a sea-bottom, 
they are accompanied by excitements of the sea in type 
of tsunami. 

 

 
 
                           Figure 1 – The early Globe                                           Figure2 – The Globe of this day with eccentricity 
 1,2 – gradient`s movement of the from-centre-away force                              3,4 – deleted parts; 5,6 – caves;     
                                (centrifugal force)                               7,8 – artificial mountains and skyscrapers 
 

Similar occurs in cases of construction of huge con-
structions - skyscrapers, factories and artificial seas. 
Here too there is a unbalance of opposite sites of the 
terrestrial surface. It too is accompanied by deforma-
tions of the overloaded sites. And, as result, there arise 
earthquakes. 
The theory will be based on the account of the unbal-
anced geophysical forces influencing on the whole 
Globe. And also the tendency of the modern world 
economy to increase these forces and by that to provoke 
increase of frequency of occurrence of earthquakes will 
be taken in consideration. 

In generally, why there are earthquakes? – The ques-
tion has many scientific explanations. But essence is 
single: the earth's crust is broken on sites. It reminds the 
crumpled egg-shell of a soft-boiled egg. Its sites can 
displace upwards and downwards relatively each to 
other. There are quiet displacements and there are sharp, 
landslide ones. The last are also earthquakes.  

If to simplify, this phenomenon can be imagined so: 
the site of the bark falls, but when it was hooked by its 
edge on edge of the adjacent site, there an earthquake 
occurs. It occurs then when the site slides from the adja-
cent one off, from its edge.  
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One sites of the earth's crust are large - as, for exam-
ple, the European flat part of Russia; others are fine - 
they placed, as usual, in mountain districts. The fines 
are more mobile. Therefore in mountain areas "it stirs 
up" quite often, and on the larges no. 

Why the sites of the bark are not sitting calmly on 
their places? Why they are displacing? The matter is 
such: the planet Earth is a typical top. It rotates about its 
axis. You were played with a top in the childhood? 
Probably, yes. – In such case the experience will help-
ing for You to comprehend the reasons of earthquakes 
properly. And if you are the engineer or the astronomer, 
it will be especially fulfilling.  

Recollect - what happens, when your top becomes 
eccentric? That occurs when the center of its weight is 
displaced from axis of the top? - It starts to drive and 
stir as drunk, it cannot rotate on one place any more. 
The same will be, for example, when you stick on its 
side a piece of plasticine or of chewing gum. Its eccen-
tric weight will create unbalanced centrifugal force. It 
also forces the top to wag. If the top was soft and filled 
by water, we would notice how on it appears a swell 
during rotation. And it occurs namely there, where the 
centrifugal force operates. That is there, where the addi-
tional weight was placed. Or - if several makeweights 
have been pasted on sides of the top - there would be 
several little swells. 

On Globe there are similar makeweights too. They 
also give eccentricity to it. And the last generates the 
forces which are tearing apart our terrestrial "egg". And 
one sites of its bark under action of these forces are 
swelling out (it is those sites on which makeweights are 
placed), and others, diametrically opposite sides - are 
involving as compensation. Because of that, the earth's 
crust caves in: there-here. As the Globe is really similar 
to a soft-boiled egg, in it too there is a liquid kernel of 
magma. With such core, the bark of the Earth can quite 
shake (is where moving to inside and there - outside).  

What makeweights-eccentrics are on the Earth? – As 
first, natural. These are: huge natural swells (moun-
tains), sea inflow, huge "pools" of the floods arising 
from time to time there and here. Secondly, it is man-
made makeweights. These are: skyscrapers (one only 
New York gives how many and what a makeweights!), 
the artificial seas-dams (water basin), huge weights of 
soils and the mountains, displaced from the "long-
occupied" places by efforts of the mining industry and 
the building industry! 

And what if such giants-makeweights are placed in 
asymmetrical, non-equilibrium points of our planet? For 
example, a great lot of skyscrapers placed in northern 
hemisphere (in the same New York) and a great lot of 
such buildings placed on the opposite part, in the south-
ern hemisphere - in Hong-Kong, in Singapore. These 
makeweights, combined with natural makeweights, 
stretch the planet in the opposite directions. Whether it 

is necessary to be surprised, that earthquakes are as fre-
quent visitors on the Earth?  

It must be noting with sadness, that earthquakes will 
arise more and more and more. Besides of that, all of 
them will be more strongly and more strongly. It is so 
because the giant-mania among mankind does not pass, 
does not run low. The build-companies are creating 
large skyscrapers and other "great projects of the cen-
tury" more and more. And the companies are building 
and building it anywhere, without planetary calculation 
for accommodation of these super-weights. The people 
who have been not devoted in problem of seismology, 
are admired in the sizes of super-creations, strive to get 
in "the Book of Guinness records ". To what You are 
conducting, misters? To where You are rolling the 
Globe - to global accident? 

The same skyscrapers are as excellent sails for 
winds. They prevent to natural movement of air 
amounts. And force of the winds is applied on skyscrap-
ers, it means - to sites of the Earth where they stand. 
This lever force is not other than the additive force to 
the mentioned destructive forces tearing apart the earth's 
crust and provoking earthquakes.  

During a long time it is time to all to remember: man 
is not Tsar of the Nature. When the developed countries 
are aspiring to put themselves up to its imperial throne, 
to reign above the Nature, they are as an elephant in an 
dishes shop: in order to destroy everything as harming 
to themselves. It is the same that to cut bough on which 
they are sitting. And the bough is nothing else as our 
planet the Earth, its nature.  

The mankind has reached such technical power that 
it is capable to move huge weights of soils and materials 
from a place on a place. And in the first one there is 
arising an emptiness with an reducing weight of this 
spot of the earth's crust. And in other place there is aris-
ing a man-made makeweight-eccentric. The huge 
weights are moving not only directly (transporting 
grounds by lorries from a place on a place), but also 
indirectly (millions tons of clay in the form of a brick 
made from it, are taking out to other regions and even 
countries). And what means to construct a new metal-
lurgical works: what of a huge concentration of massive 
constructions is placed on one site, on one side of the 
Planet! 

Whether so costs "at all thus" to create skyscrapers 
and the other giants-makeweights shaking our general 
house - a planet the Earth? Whether it is necessary to 
create the huge artificial seas? Whether it is necessary to 
throw the waters of huge northern rivers of Siberia on 
the South? What will turn out, if the Siberian rivers will 
be running no to North Pole, but back, aside South Pole 
- to the Central Asia? In fact then, behind Northern Po-
lar Circle, there will be much less of waters (on billions 
of tons, cubic kilometers)! The Northern hemisphere 
will be in that case much easier. To which situation the 
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matter will lead? - Nobody knows …  
Whether but it is necessary to find out it with curios-

ity in practice? Whether it is necessary so to experiment 
- to throw the rivers and to have a look how it will turn 
out? (besides if this doubtful experiment will absorb the 
milliard sums which and so does not suffice for well-
being of Russians!). Whether it is necessary to pursue 
illusive benefit from sale of water to southern 
neighbours? - Who will give the price for water, which 
is enough greater to pay back many billions spent for 
the grandiose project of a century? - for one more unfin-
ished BAM (Baikal-Amur-Main road), but in this case 
already in the sphere of rivers? - Nobody will give! But 
this project will give earthquakes! As well, as many 
other things which are as unforeseen consequences of 
such planetary reorganization. Preferably, it is necessary 
to spend the same money for railway BAM - to finish 
the Baikal-Amur-Main road? It promises the guaranteed 
profits on trading communications with China, India, 
Japan, Vietnam and other adjacent countries! By the 
way, the profits are larger, than "aquatic" profits. And 
not illusive, not in the far future, but in the nearest 
years! - And without risk of planetary scale!  

But what we see in reality: even the horrible tsunami 
(and it is display of earthquake too) has not learned 
mankind to be more cautious with land management?! 

Let's not forget, that the Top “Earth” rotates not only 
about its own axis. It moves and in interplanetary space. 
Its complex movement under manipulations of planetary 
scale is capable to provoke the most unpredictable re-
sults – may be results of universal scale in limits of the 
nearest star groups. - It is doubtless.  

Let's recollect Hulio Cortazar's fantasy, the profes-
sor-astronomer from Lisbon university. In one of his 
works he rather far-sighted predict the destiny of the 
Earth which owing to power manipulations above its 
poles has descended from own orbit and has gone "to 
walk" into the Universe. On the Earth it became terribly 
cold, all clouds have dropped out as a snow of five-
meter layer. People had to be hidden from a cold under 
the ground – they must to build underground cities.  

There will be so with us or not? Will be present 
mankind admitting the turns of the rivers back? – It very 
may be, if we shall not resist, if we shall give freedom 
to lobbyists of river turns and giant-manias in sky-
scraper-building. 

Conclusions. As a result of the researches the prin-
cipal (basic) mechanism of occurrence of earthquakes 
and of their consequences (activity of volcanoes, sea 
inflows, etc.) is revealed. The knowledge of this mecha-
nism will allow build more adequate measures for seis-
mological and karst safety, without dispersion of finan-
cial assets.  

The special service of planetary land management is 
necessary. It should coordinate huge constructions in the 
states. This is necessary to not admit eccentric place-

ment of the constructions. Possibly, this service should 
be created within the limits of the United Nations. 

Now humanity has a ripened necessity to create the 
international bureau for the control and coordination of 
extraction of underground resources. These withdrawals 
should be as diametrically equilibrium and synchronous 
- in order to avoid gravitational distortions of Globe. 
Only in this way it is possible to reduce and prevent 
seismic activity in planetarys cal. 
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С целью оценить и сократить последствия извлечения подземных энергоносителей и стройматериалов, был 
исследован и открыт принципиальный механизм возникновения землетрясений и последствий, связанных с ни-
ми,. Знание этого механизма позволит создавать меры сейсмологической и карстовой безопасности как более 
адекватные, без распыления финансовых ресурсов. 

Ключевые слова: возникновение геологических пустот и огромных поверхностных искусственных нагро-
мождений, последствия гравитационных искажений Земного Шара, механизм землетрясений.  
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З метою оцінити й скоротити наслідки видобуття підземних энергоносіїв та стройматеріалів, було 
досліджено та винайдено принциповий механізм виникнення землетрусів та наслідків, пов'язаних з ними,. 
Знання цього механізму дасть можливість створювати заходи сейсмологічної та карстової безпеки як більш 
адекватні, без розпилювання фінансових ресурсів. 

Ключові слова: виникнення геологічних пустот та величезних поверхневих штучних нагромаджень, 
наслідки гравітаційних спотворень Земної Кулі, механізм землетрусів.  
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